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detail. His design encompasses everything that is going to make
us a safer firehouse.”
With more than 20 years of experience collaborating with municipalities and fire departments to develop cost-effective, durable, state-of-the-art facilities, Mitchell Associates has built a
practice of evaluating, designing, constructing and renovating
emergency service facilities through dedication to its core principles:
•
Knowledge-based service: Critical thinking that creates
cost-effective, innovative designs suited to department’s
needs.
•
Comprehensive service: Leading clients through a complete design process, including feasibility studies, financial planning, programming, project design, probable
construction-cost estimating, value engineering, financial
analysis, public approval process, bidding, contract negotiations and construction administration.
•
Individualized service: A one-on-one consultative approach assures a facility is an accurate reflection of a department’s needs and wishes, and that the ideas expressed
from the beginning are incorporated.
“Some people have the mistaken impression that a fire station
is a simple structure, just a garage,” Mitchell dissertates. “I tell
them it’s a specialty, so it’s like if you need work done on your
knees, you go to a doctor who specializes in knees.”
Indeed a short chat with Mitchell will lead to the same conclusion Londensky reached: that his approach to designing a fire
house is scientific and acute, a true specialty.
“We try to focus on all aspects of what makes a fire station function correctly and how it can benefit the department and the community,” Mitchell continues. “I don’t want to take for granted that
we want to make a nice-looking fire station, because we do. But
from the designer’s point of view, we commit to many things of
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paramount importance and put
in many, many
hours before giving thought to
the outside of the
building.”
Many of those
hours go into establishing client engagement, resulting in visualizing the station house
before the first yard of
concrete is poured. Like
many public safety facility
architects, Mitchell begins
An example of the design study
the data collection with a
Mitchell Associates provides for its
needs assessment questionclients.
naire. Unlike many public safety architects, the Mitchell survey lists every kind of room the firm
has ever designed into any fire station.
“When we talk about a radio room, we show them photographs
and floor plans of similar space. Then, we talk about what will
happen in the radio room, the relationship with the apparatus
bay or the apron,” Mitchell explains. “The process takes 30 to 40
hours.”
At the end of the process, the Mitchell team delivers a report
of each room in the proposed station, complete with the specs
for the room size, a diagram and a true sense of the purpose of
each room. Then it’s time to begin drawing floor plans, and this is
where the process escalates to something really innovative.
Using the South River project as an example, Mitchell’s technologically advanced, scientific approach includes a video
walkthrough. (To see an example, pause for a moment here and
go to this link: http://www.mitchell-architects.com/visualizing-a-fire-station-before-its-built/)
The planning and development process also features a “Design
Study,” a 3-D model to help the department to understand the
design. (Again, pause for a moment to see the rendering of the
South River decontamination room above.)
“When you have to face the public, the municipality and the
naysayers in the department – and there’s at least one in every
department – you have to have the ability to look them in the
eye and say, ‘This is why this is the way it is,’” Mitchell articulates
about the documentation his firm provides. “The only way to do
that is if you have delved in to know the reason to do everything.”
So there is a reason for locating the icemaker to be immediately
accessible for hydration but also is in a spot that is not contaminated by the activities in the bay, as well as to protect members
who might want to get ice for a party. There is a reason to have
laundry facilities for decontamination of gear after the fire that
would be on the dirty side, but also to provide laundry equipment
in the bunking area so sheets and linens won’t be washed with
contaminated pieces. There is a reason for intermediary spaces between the bay and the clean side, so members won’t track
whatever is on their boots to the clean side.
Clearly, the process works, which was not only confirmed when
Mitchell Associates received national recognition by winning a
Bronze Prize in Firehouse’s 2016 Station Design Awards for renovation of a 1950s fire station in upstate New York. The reaction
from South River also seems to validate the successful outcome.
“There’s not much that wasn’t on their plans when we finalized
the design,” Londensky notes. “I think our firehouse will be an example of what a modern fire station should be. We have covered
everything that should be in there.”
A measurement of success for Mitchell Associates comes when
the department confirms how well things are going and when
they go to the ribbon-cutting for the fire station opening to see

